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Mounir is delighted to announce the recommencing

of individual In-salon training program presented

as Workshops in the newly launched futuristic M

hair space in the city of the future, Dubai. 

 Teaches the Art of  

Hair Transformation & styling

learning location

united arab emirates, dubai, sheikh zayed street

jumeirah emirates tower hotel, 5th floor

one of the most sophisticated, most luxurious and

futuristic hair space in the world, situated in the 

The training is provided for professionals and experienced

hair designers in the beauty industry. Mounir professional

educators will take you into the day-to-day transformations

varying from the most unique to even the simplest transfos

to cover the information a salon owner needs to startle his

clients! Be ready to learn the secrets that Mounir utilizes

and his secret weapons! Prepare to be introduced to infinite

toning formulas and structures, tricks played to reach the

desired bleach and final color! 

Delve deeper into the Mounir families and coloring tubes &

reach the horizon with this ever-evolving product. 

TREAT YOUR MIND 

          WITH

     EDUCATION

           BY  

      LEARNING

         FROM

 THE MASTER 

As a trainee you will:

Enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime experience granting you access

inside the world of Mounir salon. Matters of management,

operations, transformers, clientele, and much more are to

be experienced firsthand in the most successful hair salon

in the world. Enjoy a full educational day starting at

12:00 pm until 6:00 pm.

Have the utmost liberty to inquire from the Mounir

professional educator about any technical or operational

matter.

Program is as follows:

1-hour introduction:

will be dedicated to introducing the Mounir products &

techniques, with a Q&A session.

2-3 hours Look & learn:

A full case study with the educator to explore the five

phenomenal phases of the Mounir transformation; where 

educator will take you step-by-step into each phase and

thoroughly explain the different techniques and products

that could be used to achieve one or infinite results. As a

trainee, you will follow up with the educator closely on the

case study. Several case studies, in summary, will follow

later upon scouting other cases throughout the salon.

1 hour hands-on:

Practical work on doll head performing mounir techniques

30 minutes to 1-hour lunch break.

profit of a 20% discount

on any type of ticket of

mounir upcoming masterclass

What we need from you is: 

ID or Passport Copy

Address 

Social media accounts

Email address

Phone number

What you will get is: 

Certificate of achievement

*Photography

Tariff:

1-day 1500 USD

  2 days 2500 USD

   3 days 3000 USD 

Payment method:

Bank transfer

beneficiary name:  mounir group s.a.r.l

account number: 0011-175085-210

iban: lb12 0094 0000 0000 0111 7508 5210

swift: lgbalbbe

we create

we transform

we inspire

mounir.com
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mounireducation.com
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